
 

 

Tipsheet  
      March/April 2009:  “Netiquette: Exploring Email   

       Etiquette” 
 

Understanding and following the unspoken rules of email etiquette will help you differentiate yourself throughout your 

career.  Here, we offer 5 guidelines for communicating effectively and appropriately via email.  Remember, even though 
people get hundreds of emails per day, you can help your message be read by carefully considering the recipient. 
 

1) State your purpose directly and explicitly in the subject line 
 

Action: Determine the purpose and intention of your email by asking yourself:  “Why am I sending this email to this 
person?”  Let your answer to this question drive the subject line and first paragraph of the email.   
Example:  Vague Subject Line: Tom Jones 
Explicit Subject Line:  Tom Jones will be Out of the Office and Working Remotely Today 

2) Clean up emails before forwarding them  
 

Action: Forwarding emails is a great way to share ideas; however, messages that have been forwarded multiple 

times often contain '>' and other quotation characters in all the wrong places, lines are broken in even worse places, 
and email addresses of people you don't want to know are everywhere.  Remove these errant characters and spaces 
when forwarding email, making the information (not poor punctuation) the focus of your message.  Remember to 
remove the email addresses of previous recipients of the email because you are sharing the message in your forward, 
not other people’s contact information. 
 

3) Keep emails concise 
 

Action:  Write as much as is necessary to convey your point, no more.  Long sentences and lots of text can 

intimidate the recipient and clutter your message.  Use bullet points to separate key points in your email, rather than 
lump multiple ideas into one paragraph or sentence.  Concise writing helps the recipient handle the email. 
 
Example:  

Lengthy Email Excerpt: When considering the various causes of the quite large and overwhelming email response to 
our fantastic campaign, we realized and attributed the campaign’s success to the brilliant colors on our posters. 

Concise Email Excerpt:  Use of brilliant colors on our posters caused a strong email response to our campaign. 
 

4) Talk about one subject per email only 
 

Action:  Start a new email when you start writing about a new subject.  Packing too many subjects into one email 
can obscure important points and confuse your reader.  Separating different messages into distinct emails helps 
recipients act upon and file your emails effectively.   
 
Example: Sandra needs five copies of the client report by Friday and interviewed a candidate for our analyst 
position.  Splitting these subjects into two messages would help recipients sort information between:  1. action items, 

in this case, a request with a deadline; and, 2. Updates about office events that already took place. 
 

5) Do not overuse the high priority option  
 

            Action: Use the urgent or high priority email option ONLY when the message is truly urgent.   Labeling basic emails 
 as urgent will undermine the significance of the “urgent” label and cause colleagues to question your messages. 

            
Example:  Subject Line:  URGENT! Janet is leaving 30 minutes early today 
Email:  Janet has a dentist appointment this afternoon and is leaving the office 30 minutes early.   
This email would be more appropriate without the “urgent” label, since Janet’s early departure is not truly urgent. 

 
Sources: http://www.emailreplies.com/; http://email.about.com/cs/netiquettetips/qt/et042303.htm; 
 http://email.about.com/cs/netiquettetips/qt/et061101.htm;  http://email.about.com/od/netiquettetips/qt/et012903.htm  
 
The Consultants in the Kenan-Flagler Business Communication Center proudly bring these tips to you. From resumes and cover letters to 
presentations and PowerPoint slide design, the Center can help you with all your communication needs. Stop by and visit us in McColl 2125, 
or visit our website for more information. Kenan-Flagler Business Communication Center | McColl 2125 |   919.843.9843  |  
http://public.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/bizcommcenter/ 
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